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Vision 2016 has also taken up Education as major Focus Area. As a part of its comprehensive project to change the

education scenario of Muslims in India, the Vision 2016 has launched the initiative “Awards for Academic Excellence ”

in the year 2009. Every year 100 students each from 15 north Indian states are felicitated with this Award.
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All human beings have the right to live

dignified lives. There are two main

requirements that can ensure this: the

existence of sufficient resources and the

conditions of social justice that allow these

resources to be distributed fairly. Although

Allah (Most Exalted and High), the Lord of

the Universe, has provided the former in

abundance, peace and social justice have

often been lacking.

As a result, millions of people around the

world do not have enough food and water to

satisfy their hunger and thirst.

Our humanitarian work is inspired by the

saying of the Prophet Muhammad (peace be

upon him):

Human Welfare Foundation is striving for a

fairer world. Our mission is to help the poor

and those in need to live sustainable, self-

reliant lives within safe and caring

communities. Our work is guided and

shaped by the core values of accountability,

humanitarianism, neutrality and

impartiality, inclusiveness, integrity and co-

operation, all of which are also integral to

the Islamic faith.

Our flagship project has

entered in 6th year of its existence. It is an

ambitious plan to bring about

transformation on the social landscape of

the country. The plan envisages the

establishment of multifarious institutions

across the country, with a strong human

resource of committed volunteers and

recognized community leaders.

"The best of people are those who are most

beneficial to others.”

“VISION 2016”

It serves the purpose of humanity and the

Almighty as well. It is dedicated to going

beyond charity by enabling the people to

their fullest of extent. Its True North lies in

making a society having peace, prosperity

and justice for all. It calls for a society with

all equality for the maximum of the masses

at large. It enables the have nots to access

the resources for a total change in their lives

and hence promotes the country to step into

a new world.  It helps people meet their

social and spiritual needs by their own

efforts. It strives to build trust and

relationship with the needy people whose

prosperity and security are ever at stake.

The program intervenes the needs of the

day when one-thirds of country's population

is hard to meet the basic amenities for its

servility. It is all about a total upliftment of

the Indian society with a view to vertical

mobility of every individual and group of

people.

We are implementing more than

Projects in coordination with around

NGOs throughout the country. The number

of beneficiaries during last five years are

.

We thank all our supporters and donors for

their generosity and assistance.

It is only by working together that we can be

a force for good in reducing the impact of

natural disasters, conflicts, lack of social

justice, and adversity.

Prof. K. A. Siddique Hassan

Secretary General

200

50

66,72,881

FOREWORD
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Human Welfare Foundation (HWF) is committed to serve the humanity by integrating resources for people in need

and distress. We strive to provide immediate response in disasters, and effective Programs for the people in need and

in places of suffering, for the pleasure of Allah.
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VISION

MISSION

VALUES

Hands-in-hand we go to serve the deserving. Through various community service projects and

with the support of our caring and generous donors, the Human Welfare Foundation (HWF) is

engaged in helping people with little or no resources. With the high spirit and dedication of its

volunteers, HWF strives to alleviate human sufferings and also to help them achieve real

improvement in the quality of their lives.

Our mission is to serve the poor and deprived sections of the society by providing them the

basic amenities like education, healthcare, food and shelter that equip individuals to become

an equal partner in the progress of the nation and by helping the sufferers of natural

calamities to move towards a world free from hunger, ignorance, deprivation and

exploitation.

We aim at reaching the grassroots with distinct preference for the depressed and the

disadvantaged sections enabling them to attain all that a common citizen cherishes.

A person cannot be compassionate unless he/she is sensitive to others’ needs and condition.

To empower people in order to unleash their potential.

Each person has the right to live and be treated with dignity. Justice is achieved by

considering the rights of others and the respect they deserve, regardless of ethnic

background.

We hold ourselves accountable for our actions. We hold our project implementation partners

accountable for their actions.

COMPASSION:

EMPOWERMENT:

JUSTICE:

ACCOUNTABILITY:
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Education provides the key to a better future, helping people to increase their skills, fulfil their potential and pursue their

goals. But millions of children across India are denied even a basic education. We aim to provide impoverished communities

with access to education or training, which offers them a way out of poverty. By working directly with local communities,

we ensure that our educational projects are relevant to their needs.



Development is a central imperative in

today's globalized world. But achieving

sustainable all-round development for

society requires certain fundamental pillars

in place. Education is one such pillar without

which any future growth is inconceivable. To

imagine growth with large parts of the

country bounded in illiteracy is just

impossible. More so, in today's information

based society, where education is the key to

a whole world of opportunities. Not only

that, a whole host of issues in fields of

healthcare, economic opportunity, women

empowerment and community building can

be traced to a lack of proper education.

It is a matter of great concern that every

third illiterate person in the world is an

Indian.  "Inadequate budget allocation,

dismal school infrastructure in rural areas,

high dropout rates, are the hallmarks of our

education system”. Even the minimal

infrastructure, such as proper rooms, desks,

drinking water facility, toilets, is missing in a

large number of schools.

Human Welfare Foundation (HWF) sees

education as a lifeline to a brighter future

out of poverty. Education is a means to

uplift as well as empower people to continue

the reconstruction of society. Hence,

Education and Skill Development top the list

of priorities outlined in Vision 2016 Program.

Vision 2016 implements wide ranging

Educational Projects, being executed round

half (north) the country. The sector proposes

a multi facet plan for the development of

education system among the marginalised

sections of the Indian society.

Some of our work in last five years  includes:

5 Residential School Projects under

implementation at New Delhi,

Guwahati, Howrah, Jamshedpur and

Muzaffarpur

20 primary schools established in

some of the most deprived

communities;

7 schools were provided with funds

for Infrastructure development and

capacity enhancement;

9 Slum Schools running in disaster

affected areas;

7 Vocational Technical Schools

established;

Awards for Academic Excellence to

1,750 students in last two years. This

year 100 students each from 15 states

of India are being felicitated with

Awards for Academic Excellence;

Merit Scholarships worth 14 Million

distributed among 1,319 Students for

pursuing higher education;

General Educational Aid worth 7.7

Million given to 22,078 needy

students;

11,000 School Bags distributed

among School children belonging to

extremely poor families

Career Guidance Programs in all sates

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ
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Easily preventable and treatable diseases are still causing death and long term suffering to millions across India. Children

go without vaccinations and many are unable to receive even the most basic health care, due to either lack of availability or

funds. Our projects provide the infrastructure of hospitals and medical centres and raise awareness of health and

nutritional issues for the wider community.
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Universal access to education and

healthcare are fundamental necessities for

any society to progress. No nation has

achieved a developed status without

fulfilling these two basis requirements.

Many people around the world continue to

suffer from a lack of basic healthcare. India

is no exception. Basic services that most

people take for granted can be the

difference between life and death. Each

year, according to the World Health

Organization (WHO), almost 11 million

children under 5 years of age die from the

causes that are largely preventable. Among

them are 4 million babies who do not

survive the first month of life. In addition,

more than half a million women die in

pregnancy, childbirth or soon after. In order

to change these numbers every mother and

every child must have access to healthcare.

Responding to this need, Human Welfare

Foundation (HWF) implements a wide array

of health and nutrition projects, providing

basic and supplementary medical services to

populations in dire need.

HWF has committed much of its efforts to

ensure adequate medical treatment to

those who are deprived of this basic

necessity. HWF actively organizes medical

camps, blood donation camps and donates

medicines. We are running 11 Hospitals and

Eighty Four Medical Centers in different

parts of the country. Our other projects

include training traditional birth attendants,

distributing medical equipments, and

providing low cost mobile and clinic-based

healthcare facilities for the rural poor.

Under Vision 2016 project, the HWF

envisages state of art health facilities on

subsidized/ marginal costs to cater the

needs of poor patients.

Following activities have been carried out

during last five years In the area of

healthcare:

Al-shifa Multi-speciality Hospital

Constructed in New Delhi with a Cost

of Rs. 13 Crores. The hospital has

started functioning and is serving

more than 100 patient per day.

22,70,296 persons have availed

treatment facilities at 11 Hospitals

run by our direct  partners around the

country.

Similarly, 21,50,254 have been treated

in 84 Medical Centres/Clinics in the

length and breadth of the country.

At least 688 Medical Camps were

organized. Number of Beneficiaries

are well above 2 lakh.

16Ambulances and 1 Mobile Medical

Units are providing services to the

people.

75,618 persons were provided with

Medical Aid worth Rs. 5.5 Cr.

Medical Service Society is established

at National level to bring together

Healthcare professional and to ensure

their active role in eliminating the

sufferings of the poor and the needy.

(328

persons were provided with necessary

support to get Medical Relief worth Rs.

3.9 Crores from various Govt. Schemes)

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

HEALTHCARE
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Many people are stuck in a poverty trap because they do not have the resources to develop their skills and work their way

out of destitution. Income-generation opportunities empower impoverished people to learn new skills, achieve self-

sufficiency and improve their livelihoods. In collaboration with local partners, we provide individuals and communities with

training and small-scale, interest-free business loans, which offer them dignified and sustainable ways of making a living.
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India's GDP ranks among the top 5

economies of the world. However, around

300 million people or about 80 million

households are living below the poverty line.

HWF’s Vision 2016 plan addresses the roots

causes of poverty through long-term

solutions and believes in promoting

sustainable livelihoods. A sustainable

livelihood is a way of earning a living that

empowers people to become self-sufficient

and less reliant on humanitarian aid.

Human Welfare Foundation has established

a specialized organisation

to focus on  the

economic development of under privileged

and weaker people especially the Muslim

Community.

Sahulat facilitates and supports livelihood

opportunities and micro enterprise

development for poverty alleviation through

provision of Interest Free Microfinance.

Interest free Microfinance is an effective

tool to fight against poverty. Sahulat’s

Interest Free Microfinance Program focuses

on efforts that empower communities to lift

themselves out of poverty.

Focusing on sustainable development,

Sahulat ensures self-reliance and decreases

community dependence on outside aid.

Sahulat believes that without sustainable

development there is no progress.

Sahulat works closely with socially and

economically underserved communities that

are grappling with poverty to identify their

SAHULAT

MICROFINANCE SOCIETY

INTEREST-FREE MICROFINANCE

needs and provide relevant livelihoods

training, opportunities for enterprise, equal

access to knowledge, financial support,

employability skills and social and infra-

structural capital to make informed

livelihood choices.

Projects include interest-free loan schemes

and developing small businesses, such as

vegetable and dairy production. Our target

beneficiaries are the most vulnerable

members of a community, like women and

the elderly.

During the past years, we have been able to

support 45,346 people. 360 rickshaw pullers

were given interest free loans to buy

Rickshaws. Similarly 84 women, mostly

widows, were provided with Sewing

Machines.

4,00,935 Families have availed the services

of more than 350 Interest Free Societies, run

by our direct partners. The turn over of these

Interest Free Societies, during the past five

years, is Rs. 77.5 Crores.

116 Tailoring and Cutting training centres

are being run in different parts of the

country benefitiing 7,296 women.
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Communal Violence and natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods and droughts have caused the death and

displacement of millions of people. In these emergencies, displaced people are forced to flee their homes and are deprived

of their rights to food, health and protection. We try to ensure that their basic needs are met, by providing food and

materials as soon as possible, and by working with the international community to provide essential services.
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In an instant, life can change for millions of

families. Natural disasters can take homes

and what little possessions they have.

During humanitarian emergencies,

responding immediately and effectively

could mean saving many lives. During

natural disasters  and communal riots, there

are critical shortages of food, medicine and

shelter. As a result, many civilians,

particularly women, children and the elderly

suffer because they are among the most

vulnerable members of society.

(SBF), a national

level disaster relief organisation, was

formed as part of Vision 2016 program

which aims at multi-faceted development of

Indian Society particularly the Muslim

Community living in the Northern half of the

country. SBF specializes in Emergency Relief

and Rehabilitation and has quickly

responded to all natural and man-made

disasters in recent past.

The Emergency and Relief program of SBF

includes providing survival items like food,

water, clothes, shelter and medical care

during emergencies. Also involves training

in preparing for and coping with disasters.

The Rehabilitation program includes the

handicapped assistance program,

reconstruction of residential and

commercial properties of the affected

population and employment assistance, etc.

Society for Bright Future aims at developing

its organisational capacity to respond

effectively to emergencies. We are

establishing a disaster-preparedness

strategy and an implementation plan

Society for Bright Future

nationally so that we can fast-track our

emergency response capacity, and develop

SBF as a leading humanitarian agency for

disaster response.

In order to ensure that our network is ready

for action at short notice, we are building a

national level volunteer core of emergency

response personnel. Comprehensive

training programmes are regularly

conducted to improve the technical ability

of this volunteer core.

Some of the highlights of our response to

emergencies during last five years are as

follows:

Relief and Rehabilitation Projects

worth more than 86 million rupees

benefitting 4.6 Lakh people.

Quick response to devastating

earthquake in Sikkim and West

Bengal.

Relief and Rehabilitation activities

after floods in Kosi (Bihar), Kurnool

(Andhra Pradesh), Orissa, Delhi and

Uttar Pradesh.

Emergency Relief Work for victims of

Tornado in Assam, Bihar and West

Bengal.

Constructed 1,000 pucca houses for

victims of Kosi flood.

NATIONAL LEVEL VOLUNTEER CORE

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ
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In its report on human rights in India during 2010, Human Rights Watch stated India had "significant human rights

problems". They identified lack of accountability for security forces and impunity for abusive policing including "police

brutality, extrajudicial killings, and torture" as major problems. Vision 2016 Program is committed to address these

problems in order to alleviate the sufferings of the victims of police brutality.
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A large number of under-trial people are

waiting for justice in Indian prisons. Poor

people are vulnerable to all kinds of

exploitation including legal exploitation.

Many people are in jails just because they

can not afford a few hundred rupees for bail.

Legal help is among the prime needs of

many poor people in India.

, a civil rights’ group comprised of

advocates, social activists and grassroots

para-legal social workers dedicated to using

the legal system to protect and advance the

civil and human rights in India, was formed

as a part of Vision 2016 Program

provide legal aid

assistance, protection and rehabilitation to

the survivors of religious intolerance and all

sorts of discrimination and oppression.

APCR is committed to the protection of

society from violation of human rights,

Illegal detentions, custodial deaths, fake

encounters, false cases on the behest of

political exigencies, unprovoked firing on

demonstrators, criminal negligence of

officials and public servants at the time of

natural and manmade calamities and

consumer frauds by local manufacturers and

service providers and Multinational

Companies.

APCR conducts training workshops on

criminal law and human rights issues,

investigates in to cases of human rights’

violations, undertakes cases of public

interests with a view to bring about a

comprehensive change in criminal justice

system, addresses issues of prisoners rights,

to defend

the rights of the underprivileged sections of

the society and to

Association for Protection of Civil Rights

(APCR)

keeps a watch over law making process to

make positive intervention, involves in

awareness of general masses and initiates

campaigns on various sociolegal issues.

The network of APCR is spread over the

length and breadth of the country. APCR is

also working as a support group for the

organizations and movements committed

for the promotion of Justice and Equity in

India.

Released innocent youth

fabricated in different cases;

Provided Legal Aid to the Victims

falsely fabricated in terror related

cases;

Intervened and succeeded in getting

the pensions released for senior

citizens;

Filed litigations and pursuing Human

rights violation cases in Trial/Supreme

court;

Established a national network of

Para-LegalWorkers and Activists;

Organized Legal workshops to train

the people on Human Rights issues;

Provided Legal Guidance to

people;

Published Manuals/posters/handbill to

educate people on human rights

issues.

Conducted Fact Findings, Symposium,

Seminar, Consultations, Protest on

Human & Civil Rights issues

Worked on PDS system and

succeeded in exposing the corruption

in the system.

1,000

1500

25

2,000

ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ
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Vision 2016 Project supports financially, on regular basis, the children who lost their parents and families who live in

difficult situations. The program aims at helping those vulnerable social categories, especially orphans to fulfill their basic

life needs, and to ensure their access to education (primary and secondary) and health services.
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Orphaned children are amongst the most

vulnerable in society. They are vulnerable in

the sense that the father (and in some cases

the mother also) have passed away or left

them.They are often left in the care of elderly

relatives who do not have the ability to

support them and often consequently receive

no education and are driven into work at a

very early age missing out on a real childhood

and education. This obviously affects them

for the rest of their lives and they are not able

to develop into valuable members of society.

With the loss of their parents and their first

line of defense, orphans of disasters often

witness horrible atrocities.As easy targets for

abuse during their formative years, they are

hardened by their daily experiences and are

robbed of a childhood. Even orphans who are

not touched by corruption and violence, are

still deprived of education. Human Welfare

Foundation (HWF) has reacted to this has

developed a very successful orphan support

scheme which is now helping thousands of

needy children.

Millions of orphan children throughout the

world are denied the most basic necessities

that we take for granted every day. The

smallest things can make a huge difference to

a child’s development and the opportunity for

them to have the future they deserve.

Through the

, you could support a child for as

little as . We do not believe in

providing a meal and walking away; your

contribution will provide school fees, food,

clothing and healthcare aimed at providing

them with a secure and stable future.

Vision 2016 Sponsor an Orphan

Programme

35 Rupees a day

We place orphan children in the care of host

families who will nurture the child to fulfill

t h e i r p o t e n t i a l a n d s u p p o r t t h e i r

development by giving them the extra

confidence and motivation they need to fulfill

their dreams.

Our scheme runs in northen and eastern

states of India and we sponsor children of all

faiths, gender, ages and abilities. Our local

partners keep an eye on the progress of these

children and make sure that they are getting

the best possible care.

Islam pays particular attention to the

situation of orphans and as testimony to this,

a number of verses in the Quran demand

kindness on their behalf, promising the worst

punishment for those who ill-treat them and

equally promising the highest rewards for

those who look after them.TheQuran goes so

far as to treat a person who oppresses an

orphan as a non-believer, in the same way as

he who denies the existence ofGod:

Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) said,

WHYSPONSORANORPHANCHILD?

“See the one who denies the religion, then such

is the man who repulses the orphan with

harshness and does not help feed the poor…”

“God, I firmly condemn he who abuses the

rights of these two vulnerable groups: orphans

and women…”

Beneficiaries:8,000 Orphan Children
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Human Welfare Foundation fosters charitable giving to alleviate the immediate needs of poor communities and to

establish long-term development projects that ensure individual and community growth.
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No man can live alone. We always need our

family, friends and the community around

us, in good times and bad. Unfortunately,

we often forget that community needs our

help too.

Small acts of kindness can go a long way to

bring a smile on another’s face. It costs little,

yet does a lot. That is the reason why

Human Welfare Foundation, through Vision

2016 program, is engaged in helping the

poor and destitute. HWF is one of the

leading humanitarian set-ups of the country,

which cater to various needs.

During the last five years, we have

implemented a large number of projects

aiming at community development and

empowerment. A large number of people

have been benefitted by these projects:

HWF has adopted Milak Pallupura

Village in Moradabad, U. P. and is

developing the same as a Model

Village. The basic purpose of this

project is to improve the social and

economic status of the weaker and

underprivileged section of the society.

Working with local organisations, the

HWF has established projects to  dig

15 wells, supply safe water, install 80

hand pumps and build latrines. These

schemes not only save lives, but have

a much wider impact on all parts of

the community, including making it

easier to grow food and sustain

livestock;

Getting married is a distant dream for

a large number of Muslim Girls

belonging to the lower and middle

class of the Indian society especially

µ

µ

µ

due to the social evils like DOWRY.

The Vision 2016 has come forward to

lend a helping hand to the parents

and guardians of these girls. 4,438

couples were provided with necessary

support to get married. Total amount

spent on this project is  Rs. 8 million;

56,952  people, including widows,

children, orphans, destitute, aged and

disabled people from Assam, Bihar,

Jharkhand, West Bengal and other

north Indian states, benefitted from

the QURBANI PROJECT worth

Rs.  17.32 Millions during the last three

years;

23,779 families were supported during

Ramadan with Iftar Kits containing a

month’s worth of ration for the

family;

Blankets and Warm Clothes worth

Rs. 6 million distributed among

30,766 people;

Clothes worth Rs. 4,93,490.00

distributed among 3,840 people;

1,418 houses constructed/ repaired at

a cost of Rs. 4.15 crore;

30 people were assisted with Rs.

10,25,800.00 for Loan Repayment;

59,845 widows and poor families are

being supported on monthly basis;

7,66,971 poor and needy people were

helped with cash donations worth

Rs. 86.6 million;

Burial assistance was given in 688

cases.

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ
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PARTNERS
our

VISION 2016 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

PARTNERS

HUMAN WELFARE TRUST (HWT)

ASSOCIATION FOR PROTECTION OF CIVIL RIGHTS (APCR)

SOCIETY FORT BRIGHT FUTUREM (SBF)

SAHULAT MICROFINANCE SOCIETY

MEDICAL SERVICE SOCIETY OF INDIA (MSS)

a national civil rights’ group striving to protect the society from

violation of human right. It conducts training programs for civil rights activist,

educates the general public about their rights and acts as a helpline to

counsel and advise the deprived and the downtrodden.

HWT is a national level humanitarian aid organisation. It focuses mainly on

healthcare and community Development Projects. It is a premier partner in

Vision 2016 Project.

APCR is

Society for Bright Future (SBF), a national level disaster relief organisation,

was formed as part of Vision 2016 project. SBF specializes in Emergency

Relief and Rehabilitation and has responded to all natural and man-made

disasters in recent past. It is building a national level volunteer core of

emergency response personnel capacity to respond effectively to

emergencies.

SAHULAT MICROFINANCE SOCIETY specializes in the economicl

development of under privileged and weaker people especially the Muslim

Community. It facilitates and supports livelihood opportunities and micro

enterprise development for poverty alleviation through provision of Interest

Free Microfinance.

MSS is an organization of Medical Professionals committed for:

The evolutionary progress of medical sciences.

The understanding & practice of Islamic Principles to promote optimum

levels in all human potentials and abilities.

The highest level of health and medical care.

?

?

?

sahulat

mss
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Unit cost: Rs. 5-10 lakhs

Unit cost: Rs. 10 lakhs

@ Rs. 15,000/- per student

per annum

Project Cost: Rs. 300 Crores

@ Rs.

1,500/- per student

@ Rs.

500/- per student

µ

µ

µ

µ

1000 Primary Schools and

Slum Schools

100 Vocational Training

Schools

100,000 Merit Scholarship

100,000 Awards for

Academic Excellence

25,000 School Bags

University Project in Haryana

·

·

·

·

THE SCHOLAR SCHOOL,

Delhi

THE SCHOLAR SCHOOL

Satgav, Guwahati, Assam

THE SCHOLAR SCHOOL

Howrah, West Bengal

THE SCHOLAR SCHOOL

Jamshedpur, Jharkhand

HAZRAT ALI MODEL SCHOOL

Muzaffarpur, Bihar.

Project cost:

Project cost:

Project Cost:

Project cost:

Project cost:

Rs. 4.60 Cr.

Rs. 6 Cr.

13 Cr.

Rs. 3 Cr.

Rs. 3 Cr.

·

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

Unit Cost: Rs. 25 Lakhs

Unit Cost: Rs. 25 Lakhs

Unit Cost: Rs. 5-10 Lakhs

Unit Cost: Rs. 25 Lakhs

Unit Cost: Rs. 50,000/-

1 Super Speciality Hospital

1 Medical College

10 Speciality Hospitals

100 Medical Centres

10 Mobile Medical Units

25 Ambulances

20 Diagnostic Centres

10,000 Medical Camps

Unit Cost: Rs. 15 Crores

EDUCATION Residential School Project
HEALTHCARE

PROJECTS PLANNED UNDER VISION 2016

CONTINUING TO DEVELOP

PROVIDING A RESOURCE

The generosity and kindness of donors has allowed Human Welfare Foundation to help millions of

people across Indian in last 5 years. Their sustained support will mean HWF can use all it has learnt

to continue to assist all those in need around the world.

The 5 years until this point have seen Human Welfare Foundation constantly evolve and develop;

the next 5 will be no different. The charity will work with its beneficiaries, its partners  and all of its

field offices to bring a positive change to the lives of those trapped in poverty.

Drawing on past experiences from different parts of the country, a core aim for Human Welfare

Foundation in the coming years is to become a resource centre for the wider  development of the

community. It aims to promote efficiency throughout the development  sector with the creation of

emergency response guides and developing best practice tool kits.

Having grown from one small office in 2006 to a leading Indian Humanitarian Aid organization  in

2011, the organisation aims to use its knowledge and experience to push forward the development

agenda in the interest of serving humanity.

Human Welfare Foundation know that the poverty and suffering will not end tomorrow, but  are

certain that what we do today will bring closer that day when it does.



And they feed, for the love of Almighty God, the very poor, the orphan, and the captive, (saying),"We feed you for the

sake of Allah alone: no reward do we desire from you, nor thanks."

(Qur'an, 76: 8–9)
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LIVELIHOOD

Sahulat Microfinance Society plans to

establish Interest-free Cooperative

Credit branches all over the country by

2016.

needed as seed money for

each Cooperative Credit Branch, which

would become self-reliant in  3-5 years.

Interest-free Microfinance Training

Institutes will be established & interest-

free Microfinance Managers will be

trained.

Sahulat aims at providing Interest-free

loans worth 300 Crores to 3,00,000

families in the next five years.

Job opportunity for 10,000 women

Cycle Rickshaw Project

Tailoring and Cutting Centres

Sewing Machine Distribution

Construction of Houses in disaster

affected areas.

Building 1000 strong volunteer core to

respond effectively to emergencies

Skill and Co-ordination Training

Programmes

Public Awareness campaigns

Publication of  manual and training

material for Disaster Relief agencies

and volunteers.

500

2

Self-Employment Schemes

EMERGENCY

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

Rs. 6 Lakh

Unit Cost  Rs. 10,000/- to 25,000/-

Unit Cost  Rs. 1 Lakh.

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ
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Unit Cost varies from Rs. 3-10 Crore.

Unit Cost Rs. 25,000 to 40,000

@ Rs. 25,000 per

couple

@ Rs. 75,000  to

1.5 Lakh per unit

@ Rs. 350/- to  750/-

Unit Cost Rs. 1,500

Rs. 7,000 for Goat and

Rs. 1,930 per share in Buffalo

SBF chapters will be established in  in all

states and 100 youth from each state

will be rigorously trained.

The location is

developed under direct supervision of a

dedicated team comprising HWF

representatives and local residents.

Project includes construction of School,

Healthcare Centre, Houses for poor

residents and proving livelihood

assistance to the needy.

Hand Pumps/

Borewell at different locations

Distribution of

Blankets/Warm clothes among poorest

of the poor

: Distribution of Iftar

kit containing a month’s worth of

Ration for a family of 4-5 persons.

:

Cost varies from location to location.

On an average

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Model Village Project:

Clean water Project:

Marriage Support

Housing Aid for poor

Winter Relief Project:

Project Ramadan

Qurbani Meat Distribution Project

25Creating Partnerships with the Needy

PROJECTS
Future
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CONTRIBUTIONS
your

The generosity and kindness of individuals, groups or organisations has allowed Human Welfare

Foundation (HWF)  to deliver life changing programmes for last 5 years. Thousands like you,

who persevere day in and day out as volunteers and partners of this humane venture, form its

backbone, putting in a lot of effort and time to turn this dream into reality.

We take this opportunity to acknowledge and appreciate the value of your treasured support.The

poor who cannot afford a set of clothes, the countless starving sisters forced to sell their honour for

a few crumbs, parents too indigent to pay for the legal fights for their unjustly incarcerated

children, and millions of kids so far denied a chance for education - all these look up to Vision 2016

with desperate hope. If we can leave aside a small portion of any extravagances on weddings,

dinner parties, entertainments and the like, it will mean a lot for them: one meal for the hungry, a

pair of clothes for the needy, a scholarship for a child.

The destitute need your support in cash and kind and you are capable enough to support the noble

cause of catering their needs.We expect your helping hands ever in future so that the dark present

of those people can be lightened in near future. It's only people like you who make us confident

enough to take new initiatives.



+91-9818409191 info@vision2016.org.in




